Roll

**MR44P Monoroll**

Wall column-basin 44 cm (floor fixing kit art. 9005 included)

- **Complements:**
  - Line wall-taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
  - Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÉ - FOLD

- **Technical accessories:**
  - Chrome siphon (SIFL/CR)
  - Stop & Go drain (PL5G)
  - CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)

- **Package dim.:** 52.5 x 52.5 x 95 cm
- **Weight:** 42 kg
- **Pz. Pallet no:** 4

---

**UNI EN 14688 - CL00**

Dop-No14688

---

**vista zenitale / zenital view**

**vista frontale / frontal view**

**sezione longitudinale / section**

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

---

**CERAMIC:**

- **glossy finish**
  - white
  - black
  - milky white
  - graphite
  - anthracite
  - lava grey
  - argilla
  - nuvola
  - fango
  - rosso rubens
  - petrolio

- **matt finish**

---
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MR44P Monoroll BICOLOR

Wall column-basin 44 cm BICOLOR (white/black) (floor fixing kit art. 9005 included)

- WITHOUT OVERFLOW
- WITHOUT TAP Ledge

Complements: Line wall-taps basin: ONE - NOKÈ - SI - FOLD - X1
Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÈ - FOLD

Technical accessories: Chrome siphon (SIFL/CR)
Stop & Go drain (PLSG)
CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)

Package dim.: 52,5 x 52,5 x 95 cm  Weight 42 kg  Pz. Pallet n° 4

CERAMIC: BICOLOR finish

white / black  WHITE inside  BLACK outside

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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Roll

MR44P Monoroll METAL

Wall column-basin 44 cm with METAL decor (Gold or Platinum)
(floor fixing kit art. 9005 included)

• WITHOUT OVERFLOW • WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

Complements:
- Line wall-taps basin: ONE - NOKÈ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÈ - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR]
- Stop & Go drain [PLSG]
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)

Package dim. 52,5 x 52,5 x 95 cm  Weight 42 kg  Pz. Pallet n°  4

©ceramicaflaminiaspa - All rights reserved. Unauthorized copying, publication, reproduction as well as partial reproduction are prohibited

Sizes in mm

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements
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**Roll**

**design NENDO**

**MR44C Monoroll**

Standing column-basin 44 cm  
(floor fixing kit art. 9005 and siphon art. FMT/SIF included)  
*WITHOUT OVERFLOW*  
*WITHOUT TAP LEDGE*

Complements:  
Line taps basin free-standing: ONE - FOLD  
Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÉ - FOLD

Technical accessories:  
Stop & Go drain (PLSG)  
CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)

**Package dim.:** 52,5 x 52,5 x 95 cm  
**Weight:** 42 kg  
**Pz. Pallet n°:** 4

---

**Sizes in mm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CERAMIC: glossy finish</th>
<th>matt finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milky white</td>
<td>graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthracite</td>
<td>lava grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argilla</td>
<td>nuvola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fango</td>
<td>rosso rubens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petrolio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

---

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
Roll

design NENDO 2010

MR44C Monoroll BICOLOR

Standing column-basin 44 cm BICOLOR (white/black) (floor fixing kit art. 9005 and siphon art. FMT/SIF included)
*WITHOUT OVERFLOW* *WITHOUT TAP LEDGE*

Complements:  
Line taps basin free-standing: ONE - FOLD  
Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÈ - FOLD

Technical accessories:  
Stop & Go drain (PLSG)  
CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)

Package dim.: 52.5 x 52.5 x 95 cm  Weight 42 kg  Pz. Pallet n° 4

CERAMIC: BICOLOR finish

sizes in mm

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements
MR44C Monoroll METAL

Standing column-basin 44 cm with METAL decor (Gold or Platinum)
(floor fixing kit art. 9005 and siphon art. FMT/SIF included)

• WITHOUT OVERFLOW • WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

Complements:  
Line wall-taps basin: ONE - NOKÈ - SI - FOLD
Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÈ - FOLD

Technical accessories:  
Chrome siphon (SIFL/CR)
Stop & Go drain (PLSG)
CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)

Package dim. 52.5 x 52.5 x 95 cm  Weight 42 kg  Pz. Pallet n° 4

sizes in mm

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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**RL44L Roll 44**

Countertop basin 44 cm

*without overflow • without tap ledge*

Complements:
- Forty6 shelf (F6RL44)
- Solid shelf (SLRL44)
- Furniture BOX - depth, 50
- Line taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÉ - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon (SIFL/CR)
- Telescopic chrome siphon (SIFL066)
- Stop & Go drain (PLSG)
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)
- Two piece set chrome tap filters (RF026)

Package dim. **44 x 44 x 18,5 cm**  | **Weight** 12,5 kg  | **Pz. Pallet n°** 30

---

**UNI EN 14688 - CL00**

Dop-No14688

---

**CERAMIC**: glossy finish  | matt finish

- white
- black
- milky white
- graphite
- anthracite
- lava grey
- argilla
- nuvola
- fango
- rosso rubens
- petrolio

---

Sizes in mm

*Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements*

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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Roll

design NENDO 2010

**RL44L Roll 44 METAL**

Countertop basin 44 cm with METAL decor (Gold or Platinum)

- WITHOUT OVERFLOW
- WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

---

**Complements:**
- Fortyé shelf (F6RL44)
- Solid shelf (SLRL44)
- Furniture BOX - depth, 50
- Line taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKÉ - FOLD

---

**Technical accessories:**
- Chrome siphon (SIFL/CR)
- Telescopic chrome siphon (SIFL066)
- Stop & Go drain (PLSG)
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)
- Two piece set chrome tap filters (RF026)

---

**Package dim.** 44 x 44 x 18,5 cm  
**Weight** 12,5 kg  
**Pz. Pallet n°** 30

---

**sizes in mm**

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

---

**CERAMIC:** METAL finish

white / gold  
white / platinum  
inside WHITE  
outside METAL

---

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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Roll

design NENDO 2010

**RL44L Roll 44 BICOLOR**

Countertop basin 44 cm BICOLOR (white/black)
• WITHOUT OVERFLOW • WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

Complements:
- Fortyé shelf [F4RL44]
- Solid shelf [SLRL44]
- Furniture BOX - depth: 50
- Line taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKE - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR]
- Telescopic chrome siphon [SIFL066]
- Stop & Go drain [PLSG]
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain [PLCE]
- Two piece set chrome tap filters [RF026]

Package dim. 44 x 44 x 18,5 cm  Weight 12.5 kg  Pz. Pallet n° 30

CERAMIC: BICOLOR finish

- WHITE inside
- BLACK outside

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

**ROLL**

**countertop basin 44 cm BICOLOR (white/black)**

**technical accessories:**
- chrome siphon [sifl/CR]
- telescopic chrome siphon [sifl066]
- stop & go drain [PLSG]
- ceramic stop & go drain [PLCE]
- two piece set chrome tap filters [RF026]

**package dim.** 44 x 44 x 18,5 cm  **weight** 12.5 kg  **pz. pallet n°** 30

CERAMIC: BICOLOR finish

- white inside
- black outside

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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design NENDO

RL56L Roll 56

Countertop basin 56 cm
• WITHOUT OVERFLOW • WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

Complements:
- Forty6 shelf [F6RL56]
- Solid shelf [SLRL56]
- Furniture BOX - depth: 50
- Line taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKE - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR]
- Telescopic chrome siphon [SIFL066]
- Stop & Go drain [PL50]
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain [PLCE]
- Two piece set chrome tap filters [RF026]

Package dim.: 56.5 x 43 x 18.5 cm
Weight: 15.5 kg
Pz. Pallet n° 24

UNI EN 14688 - CL00
Dop-No14688

Sizes in mm

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

CERAMIC: glossy finish
- white
- black

matt finish
- milky white
- graphite
- anthracite
- lava grey
- argilla
- nuvola
- fango
- rosso rubens
- petrolio

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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**Roll**

design **NENDO** 2010

**RL56L Roll 56 METAL**

Countertop basin 56 cm with METAL decor (Gold or Platinum)

- **WITHOUT OVERFLOW**
- **WITHOUT TAP LEDGE**

Complements:
- Forty shelf (F6RL56)
- Solid shelf (SLRL56)
- Furniture BOX - depth, 50
- Line taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKE - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon (SIFL/CR) - Telescopic chrome siphon (SIFL066)
- Stop & Go drain (PLSG)
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)
- Two piece set chrome tap filters (RF026)

Package dim. 56,5 x 43 x 18,5 cm  
Weight 15.5 kg  
Pz. Pallet n° 24

---

CERAMIC: METAL finish

- inside WHITE
- outside METAL white / gold  
  white / platinum

---

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
Roll

design NENDO

**RL56L Roll 56 BICOLOR**

Countertop basin 89 cm BICOLOR (white/black)

- WITHOUT OVERFLOW
- WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

Complements:
- Fortyé shelf [FéRL56]
- Solid shelf [SLRL56]
- Furniture BOX - depth. 50
- Line taps basin: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - X1
- Line accessories: TWO - HOOP - NOKE - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR]
- Telescopic chrome siphon [SIFL066]
- Stop & Go drain [PLSG]
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain [PLCE]
- Two piece set chrome tap filters [RF026]

Package dim. 56,5 x 43 x 18,5 cm  
Weight 15,5 kg  
Pz. Pallet n° 24

---

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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sizes in mm

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements
Roll

**RL44S Roll 44**

Semi-inset basin 44 cm

*WITHOUT OVERFLOW*  *WITHOUT TAP LEDGE*

Complements:  Forty6 shelf [F6RL44S]
Rubinetti lavabo linea: ONE - NOKÉ - SI - FOLD - XI
Accessori linea: TWO - HOOP - NOKÉ - FOLD

Technical accessories:
- Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR] - Telescopic chrome siphon [SIFL066]
- Stop & Go drain [PLSG]
- CERAMIC Stop & Go drain [PLCE]
- Two piece set chrome tap filters [RF026]

Package dim. **44 x 44 x 18,5 cm**  |  Weight **10,9 kg**  |  Pz. Pallet n° **30**

---

**vista frontale** / frontal view  
**vista laterale** / lateral view  
**vista zenitale** / zenital view  
**sezione longitudinale** / section

sizes in mm

Please consider a 2% tolerance on indicated measurements

http://www.ceramicafiaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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Roll

design NENDO 2010

RL56S Roll 56

Semi-inset basin 56 cm

• WITHOUT OVERFLOW • WITHOUT TAP LEDGE

Complements: Forty6 shelf (F6RL56S)
Rubinetti lavabo linea: ONE - NOKÈ - SI - FOLD - XI
Accessori linea: TWO - HOOP - NOKÈ - FOLD

Technical accessories: Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR] - Telescopic chrome siphon [SIFL066]
Stop & Go drain (PL5G)
CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)
Two piece set chrome tap filters (RF026)

Package dim. 56,5 x 43 x 18,5 cm  Weight 12,7 kg  Pz. Pallet n° 24

http://www.ceramicaflaminia.it/en/products/313-roll
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Forty6 shelf (F6RL56S)
Rubinetti lavabo linea: ONE - NOKÈ - SI - FOLD - XI
Accessori linea: TWO - HOOP - NOKÈ - FOLD

Technical accessories: Chrome siphon [SIFL/CR] - Telescopic chrome siphon [SIFL066]
Stop & Go drain (PL5G)
CERAMIC Stop & Go drain (PLCE)
Two piece set chrome tap filters (RF026)

Complements:

CERAMIC:

glossy finish
matt finish

white black milky white graphite anthracite lava grey argilla nuvola fango rosso rubens petrolio